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A technology-enabled law 
firm with locations across 
the US. 

Recognized as one of the 
most innovative law firms in 
the world by London-based, 
The Lawyer magazine.  

EXTEND Resources strengthens the information security profile and elevates the 
competitive advantage of law firm by increasing their information security defenses 
through the design of an Information Security Management System that meets 
international standards. This is accomplished through the establishment of an Information 
Security program with a set of mature and reliable processes, policies and procedures, 
risk management, and security education and training awareness (SETA) commitments.   

Hickey Smith is a leader in technology-enabled legal services, with a 
reputation for excellence and innovation. Since the firm’s inception, 
commitment to protecting client’s data and ensuring the security of its 
information assets has been a core focus for the organization. 

The firm services clients in multiple industries, many of which are 
heavily regulated. Information security is of the utmost importance at 
Hickey Smith. Demonstrating their commitment to managing and 
protecting client and internal data at the highest standards, the firm’s 
executive committee decided to “raise the bar” and set out to attain 
ISO 27001 certification. This initiative focused on three goals: validate 
the strength of the firm’s security posture, enhance client confidence in 
the firm’s management of confidential information, and establish the 
technology-enabled firm as a cybersecurity leader in the marketplace. 

Through ISO 27001 certification, Hickey Smith aimed to demonstrate 
its dedication to protecting the confidentiality, integrity, and availability 
of its clients’ sensitive information, and ability to comply with the most 
respected and highest measure in standards for information security.  

CLIENT BACKGROUND

“We knew what we needed to do and understood the depth of the endeavor. So, 
we set out to find the most qualified partner to accomplish our 

information security objectives.” 

David M. Hickey - Managing Partner, Hickey Smith.  



CHALLENGES

As a top target for cyber-attacks, law firms face increasing pressure to improve security practices to protect sensitive 
client data. Few security requirements and regulations exist for law firms, so the onus for protecting clients’ sensitive 
data is ultimately placed on the law firms themselves. Hickey Smith took this challenge head-on. 

Taking a proactive stance to stay ahead of potential threats, the firm sought to augment its existing information 
security governance by implementing a holistic information security program blended with preventative processes. 

The initiative mandated specific requirements:    

Safeguarding the confidentiality, 
integrity, and availability of 

clients’ and firm data 

Designing a tailored, flexible 
system to help prepare for and 
defend against evolving threats  

Achieving ISO 27001 
certification with a 

comprehensive scope. 

Creating a culture of security 
awareness among its team 

Seeking help from an 
experienced partner to ensure 

a successful outcome 

Gaining confidence and 
assurance on incident response 

readiness  



Minimize Exposure. Maximize Value.

Hickey Smith turned to EXTEND Resources for a
comprehensive solution to implement an information 
security program and governance.   

The EXTEND team, known for building tailored ISMS 
programs based on a structure that is simple to 
understand, train, implement, and manage, possessed the 
experience and expertise required for this undertaking. 

SOLUTION

Combined security elements and activities from across the organization to ensure processes work 
together in harmony.
Deployed solutions that align with the firm’s security strategy to support objectives and account for the 
organization’s culture, governance, technology, and structure.
Employed a security management platform to document process and results, compliance policy and 
procedural development, risk and threat assessment, security incident plan, SETA, and communication, 
scorecard development and reporting – providing Hickey Smith with documented results of the internal 
audit mapped to ISO 27001 requirements.  

The EXTEND team executed an information security assessment of all core processes of the firm and defined a 
roadmap for continuous improvement, corrective and preventive initiatives, including activities such as: 

Once processes and design were defined, the EXTEND team implemented an action plan that provided a clear 
track to meet the ISO 27001 requirements and aligned with the firm’s business objectives.    

Outlining the elements and structure of the security program and its capabilities 
Providing the scope of deliverables to achieve the projects identified in the roadmap 
Reviewing operations and processes against applicable compliance standards and best practices 
Implementing risk management enhancements by conducting risk assessments, identifying the risks 
associated with each asset, and designing a risk treatment plan, and 
Providing projections, including timelines and requirements, to meet the end goal of ISO 27001 
certification.  

ASSESSMENT

ACTION PLAN

With an end-to-end ISMS structure that maintains demonstrable protection against security incidents complete, 
Hickey Smith was well positioned for a successful external audit to achieve ISO 27001 certification.  

EXTEND’s experts are also trained to design ISMS policies and protocols that are aligned with ISO 27001 
certification requirements, making them the ideal choice for Hickey Smith.    



Minimize Exposure. Maximize Value.

As a result of this endeavor, Hickey Smith increased the security of client information. And, by implementing a 
comprehensive compliance management system with policies and procedures that align with the ISO 27001 
requirements, Hickey Smith successfully passed the external audit and attained its ISO 27001 certification. By 
achieving ISO 27001 certification, Hickey Smith has elevated its overall posture, providing benefits to the firms’ brand.   

RESULTS

Following the success of its initial engagement, Hickey Smith chose to retain the EXTEND cybersecurity team to 
provide complete management of the annual audit process, necessary for the maintenance of its ISO certification. 

Additionally, Hickey Smith chose to transition the management of its ISMS to EXTEND’S newly released compliance 
management platform, OnTrack27001, that streamlines the process, simplifies the sharing of actionable 
information with auditors, and enables ISMS management all in one place.  The result: Hickey Smith has achieved 
ISO 27001 certification for information security management for three consecutive years. 

EXTEND’s cybersecurity experts were embedded within the Hickey Smith firm for the duration of the project to 
ensure the achievement of objectives.   

 “We essentially created a competitive edge by achieving ISO 27001 
certification, while at the same time raising our standards and 

improving the way we manage client business. This endeavor has 
been a win-win, for both the firm and its clients.”  

David M. Hickey - Managing Partner, Hickey Smith  

“Working together, we accomplished the client’s goals of building a 
sound cybersecurity program that adheres to the requirements of ISO 

27001, and going beyond those requirements to establish a shift in 
culture to promote security as part of the fiber of 

the firms’ core principles.” 

Antonella Commiato – CTO & Chief Information Security Officer, EXTEND Resources
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OnTrack is EXTEND's step-by-step platform for 
managing and maintaining ISO 27001 certification -- 
from start to finish. 

Built to simplify and streamline the process for 
creating and managing an information security 
management system (ISMS), OnTrack makes it easy to 
prepare for ISO audits, maintain certification, manage 
ongoing ISO compliance, and facilitate continuous 
improvement. OnTrack 27001 guides an organization 
through policy and procedure development, risk & 
threat assessments, employee training & 
communication, score carding, reporting, audit 
preparation, and more. 

About Hickey Smith

Hickey Smith is a law firm purposely designed to deliver legal services with significantly greater efficiency, consistency, and 
added value. By deconstructing and refining traditional legal processes, applying workflow technology, and collecting and 
analyzing data, Hickey Smith is transforming the way legal services are delivered today. With an unrivaled combination of 
disciplined processes, technology expertise, and business leadership, Hickey Smith clients benefit from reduced total legal 
spend, improved quality, enhanced transparency, actionable insight, simplified management of outside counsel, and increased 
control. For more information, visit hickeysmith.com.

About EXTEND Resources

EXTEND Resources solves a fundamental problem many organizations face: How to do more with less. As a professional 
services and solutions company specializing in business and legal process optimization, contract management, and 
cybersecurity, clients rely on EXTEND to help them increase productivity, enhance efficiency, and generate valuable results. 
EXTEND’s executives have many decades of combined expertise in business management, legal technology, and global 
outsourcing. To learn how EXTEND can help you power performance, visit ExtendResources.com and follow the company on 
Twitter at @ThinkExtend. 


